
What is it?

The Distance Learning Program - OpenShift for developer is a new OpenShift learning experience for developers.

Red Hat has put together a comprehensive learning program that participants can engage with at home or the office to learn 
everything they need to understand the concepts, the architectural principles and components of Red Hat products, for 
successfully discussing and developing OpenShift at a customer site from a developer perspective. 

 
This learning path is designed for the EMEA region and audience.

Audience: Sales Engineers & Delivery

Prerequisites

• Basic knowledge of Red Hat

• Commitment to completion of the full program

• You need to have an active Red Hat Partner Account to access the Partner Training Portal. If you do have questions in regards to 
this please check our “How to Guide” or contact the EMEA Partner Team emea-partner-team@redhat.com

How is the Distance Learning Program - OpenShift for developer set up?

This program will run over the course of 4 weeks, starting with a kick-off webinar for all registrants. There is an anticipated  
3.5-9.5 hours of content per week to be completed.

The core weeks are laid out as follows:

Week 1 Introduction to OpenShift for developers 5.5 hours

Week 2 Application packaging 5.5 hours

Week 3 CI / CD 3.5 hours

Week 4 Summary and homework assignment 6 hours

Optional Optional learning 9.5 hours

For any open questions please contact us: OpenShift-Developer-DLP@redhat.com.

With this Distance Learning Program you will get an overview of the whole OpenShift ecosystem for developers  
by gaining knowledge around:

• the benefits of OpenShift prior plain Kubernetes

• how to effectively and efficiently demo OpenShift (developer perspective)

• how to start coding with OpenShift in your preferred language

• how to do proper release management with OpenShift

• how to use operators for releases

• making use of advanced OpenShift features like Istio and Serverless

Visit Partner Training Portal For registration (in Red Hat Partner Training Portal) you 
need to have an active Red Hat Partner Connect Account.

Overview

Distance Learning Program -  
OpenShift for developer

https://www.redhat-partner.com/build/frontend/assets/Red-Hat-Connect-for-Business-Partners_How-to-guide.pdf
mailto:emea-partner-team%40redhat.com?subject=
mailto:OpenShift-Developer-DLP%40redhat.com?subject=
https://training-lms.redhat.com/sso/saml/auth/rhopen?RelayState=deeplinkLP%3D44043043
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Detailed Agenda | Distance Learning Program - OpenShift for developer

To see your personal progress please log in here.

The different formats:

Week 1 Introduction to OpenShift for developers 5.5 hours

Course name Description Duration

Introduction to Red Hat 
OpenShift for Developers

This webinar will provide details on the agenda and structure of the 
Distance Learning Program like where to start and how to present 
and demonstrate OpenShift for Developers.

2 hours

Red Hat Foundations In this course, you will hear about Red Hat and how Red Hat 
established a successful business supporting enterprise customers 
based on open source standards.

2 hours

Getting Started with Red Hat 
OpenShift for Developers

Learn how to use the OpenShift Container Platform to build and 
deploy an application with a data backend and a web frontend.

15 mins

Using the CLI to Manage 
Resource Objects

Learn how to enumerate, describe, and update application 
resource objects on OpenShift.

15 mins

Deploying Applications  
from Source

Learn how to deploy an application from its source code using a 
Source-to-Image build on OpenShift.

15 mins

Deploying Applications  
from Images

Learn how to deploy an application on OpenShift with the web 
console and with the oc command line tool.

15 mins

Connecting to a Database Using 
Port Forwarding

Learn how to run a database with persistent storage on OpenShift. 
Access the database server in the cluster with a command-line 
shell, then use port forwarding to temporarily expose the database 
service outside of OpenShift so you can access it with any 
database API tool, like a graphical database manager.

15 mins

Developing with odo Learn how to use the OpenShift Do (odo) command line tool to 
build and deploy applications on OpenShift.

15 mins

Week 2 Application packaging 5.5 hours

Course name Description Duration

Application Packaging This webinar will help the attendee to understand the different 
packaging mechanism for Applications on Kubernetes based 
platforms.

2 hours

Getting Started with Helm 3  
on OpenShift

Learn how to use the Helm, a package manager that helps you 
managing and deploying applications on OpenShift. Helm is 
a package manager for Kubernetes which helps users create 
templated packages called Helm Charts to include all Kubernetes 
resources that are required to deploy a particular application. 
Helm then assists with installing the Helm Chart on Kubernetes, 
and afterwards it can upgrade or rollback the installed package 
when new versions are available.

20 mins

Instructor-led  
training

Homework 
assignment

VideoCourseLive interactive 
webinar

http://redhat.com
https://training-lms.redhat.com/sso/saml/auth/rhopen?RelayState=deeplinkLP%3D44043043
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Course name Description Duration

Kubernetes API Fundamentals Before diving into the Operator Framework, this section will 
give an overview of Kubernetes API fundamentals. Although 
the Operator SDK makes creating an Operator fun and easy, 
understanding the structure and features of the Kubernetes API is 
required.

30 mins

Operator Lifecycle Manager The Operator Lifecycle Manager project is a component of 
the Operator Framework, an open source toolkit to manage 
Kubernetes native applications, called Operators, in an effective, 
automated, and scalable way. OLM extends Kubernetes to provide 
a declarative way to install, manage, and upgrade operators and 
their dependencies in a cluster. It also enforces some constraints 
on the components it manages in order to ensure a good user 
experience.

30 mins

ETCD Operator The etcd operator manages etcd clusters deployed to Kubernetes 
and automates tasks related to operating an etcd cluster.

30 mins

Red Hat Ansible Operator 
Overview

This section will give a brief overview of the Ansible Operator with 
a step-by-step example of developing an Ansible Operator using 
Operator SDK.

30 mins

Operator SDK with Helm We will now focus on the easiest way to get started developing 
an Operator: Helm: Useful for securely running Helm charts 
without Tiller and it doesn’t rely on manual invocation of Helm 
to reconfigure your apps. Check out the Helm Operator Getting 
Started guide for more information. In this tutorial, we will create a 
CockroachDB Operator from an existing CockroachDB Helm Chart.

30 mins

Operator SDK with Go Why an Operator? Operators make it easy to manage complex 
stateful applications on top of Kubernetes. However writing an 
Operator today can be difficult because of challenges such as 
using low level APIs, writing boilerplate, and a lack of modularity 
which leads to duplication.

30 mins

Week 3 CI / CD 3.5 hours

Course name Description Duration

CI/CD with Red Hat OpenShift This webinar will help attendees to learn and understand how 
to successfully do CI/CD with OpenShift. The base for this is 
OpenShift Pipelines.

2 hours

GitOps Introduction with Red Hat 
OpenShift

Learn how to apply GitOps principles to build and deploy an 
application on OpenShift.

30 mins

Multi-Cluster GitOps with  
Red Hat OpenShift

Learn how to use GitOps practices on OpenShift to deploy an 
application on multiple clusters, configure the application for each 
cluster, then perform a canary deployment of a new application 
version.

30 mins

Getting Started with Red Hat 
OpenShift Pipelines

In this self-paced tutorial, you will learn how to use OpenShift 
Pipelines to automate the deployment of your applications.

30 mins

http://redhat.com
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Week 4 Summary and homework assignment 6 hours

Course name Description Duration

Summary, Wrap up and  
Next Steps

This webinar will wrap up the Distance Learning Program, recap what 
attendees have learned over the last weeks and introduce next steps.

2 hours

Homework assignment For this homework assignment please create and submit a short 
demo and presentation on how you’d package your application 
for OpenShift. The presentation should discuss a use case and a 
solution for CI/CD and application packaging.
Duration of the presentation: 10-15 minutes max.
Duration of preparation: 4 hours max.
Timeframe for completion: 2 weeks

4 hours

Optional courses Optional learning 9.5 hours

Course name Description Duration

Getting Started with  
OpenShift Serverless

In this self-paced tutorial, you will learn the basics of how to use 
OpenShift Serverless, which provides a development model to 
remove the overhead of server provisioning and maintenance from 
the developer.

30 mins

Red Hat OpenShift ServiceMesh 
Interactive Learning Scenarios

The Interactive Learning Scenarios provide you with a 
pre-configured OpenShift instance, accessible from your browser 
without any downloads or configuration. Use it to experiment, 
learn OpenShift and see how we can help solve real-world 
problems.

Join 10 different Scenarios: 
Istio Introduction  |  Deploy Microservices  |  Monitoring and 
Tracing  |  Simple Routing  |  Advanced RouteRules  |  Fault Injection  
|  Circuit Breaker  |  Egress  |  Observing with Kiali  |  Mutual TLS

9 hrs

Overview
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